Intron-mediated alternative splicing of Arabidopsis P5CS1 and its association with natural variation in proline and climate adaptation
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Drought-induced proline accumulation is widely observed in plants but its regulation and adaptive value are not as well understood. Proline accumulation of the Arabidopsis accession Shakdara (Sha) was threefold less than that of Landsberg erecta (Ler) and quantitative trait loci mapping identified a reduced function allele of the proline synthesis enzyme Δ^5-pyrroline-5-carboxylate synthetase1 (P5CS1) as a basis for the lower proline of Sha. Sha P5CS1 had additional TA repeats in intron 2 and a G-to-T transversion in intron 3 that were sufficient to promote alternative splicing and production of a nonfunctional transcript lacking exon 3 (exon 3-skip P5CS1). In Sha, and additional accessions with the same intron polymorphisms, the nonfunctional exon 3-skip P5CS1 splice variant constituted as much as half of the total P5CS1 transcript. In a larger panel of Arabidopsis accessions, low water potential-induced proline accumulation varied by 10-fold and variable production of exon 3-skip P5CS1 among accessions was an important, but not the sole, factor underlying variation in proline accumulation. Population genetic analyses suggest that P5CS1 may have evolved under positive selection, and more extensive correlation of exon 3-skip P5CS1 production than proline abundance with climate conditions of natural accessions also suggest a role of P5CS1 in local adaptation to the environment. These data identify a unique source of alternative splicing in plants, demonstrate a role of exon 3-skip P5CS1 in natural variation of proline metabolism, and suggest an association of P5CS1 and its alternative splicing with environmental adaptation.

Proline acts as an osmoprotectant and cryoprotectant in organisms as diverse as bacteria, plants, and insects (1, 2). Many plants accumulate proline in response to low water potential ($\psi_w$) and dehydration caused by drought or freezing. The mechanisms by which proline may promote drought resistance include osmoprotectant functions, as well as newly emerging functions of proline metabolism in NADP/NADPH balance and transfer or storage of energy and reducing potential (1–5). However, the overall importance of proline in drought adaptation is not as firmly established. In Arabidopsis thaliana, transcriptional up-regulation of Δ^5-pyrroline-5-carboxylate synthetase1 (P5CS1) is essential for low $\psi_w$-induced proline accumulation, and proline accumulation of p5cs1 mutants is only 15–20% of the wild-type level (4–6). Additional regulation of proline metabolism is likely but not understood. The timing and duration of water limitation, as well as other environmental variables, all influence drought-adaptation strategies used by plants. Thus, we may expect substantial natural variation of these traits within a widely distributed species, such as Arabidopsis (7–10), with many of these differences related to the local conditions to which a particular accession has adapted (11–13). Several studies have identified quantitative trait loci (QTL) controlling differences in metabolite content (14–18), but such studies have yet to be extended to drought-induced metabolic changes, such as proline accumulation.

Here we used natural variation and QTL mapping of low $\psi_w$-induced proline accumulation to reveal a unique mechanism whereby intron sequence variation in P5CS1 was sufficient to drive alternative splicing and production of a nonfunctional P5CS1 transcript variant, and thus affect the level of P5CS1 protein. This alternative splicing was an important factor underlying variation in proline accumulation across a panel of Arabidopsis accessions. Correlation with climate variation, as well as population genetic analysis of P5CS1 and its alternative splicing, further support P5CS1 as a gene under selection for environmental adaptation.

Results

Large Effect QTL Controls Differential Proline Accumulation Between Arabidopsis Accessions Landsberg erecta and Shakdara. Landsberg erecta (Ler) and Shakdara (Sha; also known as Shahdara) differed by three- to fourfold in low $\psi_w$-induced proline accumulation (Fig. 1A and Fig. S1A). To find the causal genetic polymorphisms, we scored an existing Ler × Sha recombinant inbred line (RIL) population (19) for proline content at low $\psi_w$ (~0.7 MPa and ~1.2 MPa) and identified major QTL on chromosomes 2 and 5 (Fig. 1B, and Tables S1 and S2). We focused further efforts on the chromosome 2 QTL (Pro-W2) and narrowed its location to ~4 cM. Interestingly, this interval contained P5CS1, which encodes the first enzyme of proline synthesis. Pro-W2 may correspond to a proline QTL found under unstressed conditions in Col × C24 (14).

To determine the extent of proline variation controlled by Pro-W2, two RILs (56 and 68) (Fig. S2 A and B) were twice backcrossed to Ler and scored with markers flanking the Pro-W2 interval or with a marker within P5CS1 itself (see below) to recover near isogenic lines (NILs), which captured the Pro-W2 QTL region from Sha in a predominantly Ler genomic background. These NILs had reduced proline across a range of $\psi_w$ (Fig. 1A), indicating that the Pro-W2 QTL was responsible for as much as 70% of the variation between Ler and Sha. Conversely NILs that...
Alternative Splicing Leading to Reduced P5CS1 Protein Level Is the Basis for the Pro-W2 QTL and Low Proline Accumulation of Sha. P5CS1 was the main candidate gene for Pro-W2 yet no substantial differences in gene expression of P5CS1, or other proline metabolism enzymes, were found between Ler and Sha (Fig. S1B). Sequencing of full-length P5CS1 cDNA from Ler and Sha found only a silent change of a GAT to GAC codon at Asp-644. However, 5'-RACE of Ler, Sha, and Col-0 identified deletion of exon 3 as an alternative splicing event occurring at substantial frequency in Sha P5CS1, but much less frequently in Ler (Fig. 2A) or Col-0. RT-PCR using primers flanking P5CS1 exon 3 (Fig. 2B, primers a and c) confirmed that Sha had more of the shorter fragment generated from the exon 3-skip transcript than Ler (Fig. 2B). Primers b and c that only amplified the full-length P5CS1 transcript (Fig. 2A), showed less full-length transcript in Sha (Fig. 2B), but downstream primers indicated similar amounts of total P5CS1 transcript in both accessions (exon 18 and 3' UTR) (Fig. 2B), consistent with quantitative PCR results (Fig. S1B). Quantification of the relative intensity of the two bands produced by primers a and c showed that 30% of P5CS1 transcript in Sha was the exon 3-skip variant compared with 1% in Ler and Col-0.

The exon 3-skip P5CS1 transcript cannot produce protein starting from the same start codon because deletion of exon 3 changes the reading frame and introduces a stop codon after 53 amino acids. Instead, the exon 3-skip transcript is annotated (TAIR10) as producing a truncated P5CS1, starting from an alternative downstream start codon (Fig. 2C). However, Western blotting with P5CS1-specific polyclonal antisera (Fig. S3C) detected no evidence of this smaller form of P5CS1 and showed reduced level of P5CS1 in Sha compared with Ler (Fig. 2B). A single P5CS1 band was detected, which consistently ran at 8–10 kDa above the expected molecular weight of full-length P5CS1 (∼87 kDa compared with an expected molecular weight of 77.7 kDa), possibly because of posttranslational modification.

To test whether difference in P5CS1 was a basis of the Pro-W2 QTL, we first crossed both Ler and Sha to the null mutant p5cs1-4 (3, 5). F1 seedlings of Ler × p5cs1-4 had proline content only slightly less than that of Ler and significantly higher than Sha or F1 seedlings of Sha × p5cs1-4 (Fig. 2C). Western blotting confirmed that both Sha and Sha × p5cs1-4 had reduced levels of P5CS1 compared with Ler or Ler × p5cs1-4 (Fig. 2C). These results indicated that the Sha allele of P5CS1 had reduced function.

We also transformed Sha with a Ler P5CS1 genomic clone including 1 kb of promoter (p5CS1) and transformed p5cs1-4 with both Sha and Ler gP5CS1. Sha transformed with Ler gP5CS1 had increased proline (Fig. 2D), indicating that P5CS1 expression was limiting for proline accumulation in Sha. Higher proline and P5CS1 protein levels were observed in p5cs1-4 transformed with Ler gP5CS1 than with Sha gP5CS1 (Fig. 2D), again indicating reduced function of the Sha allele. In the Sha and p5cs1-4 complemented lines, the transgene produced much less P5CS1 protein than the endogenous gene (Fig. 2D), consistent with the partial complementation of proline accumulation. Such data were also consistent with the experiment (this larger insert was used to score NILs after the second backcross; see above).

We quantified exon 3-skip P5CS1 percentage in F1 seedlings of Sha crossed to p5cs1-1 or p5cs1-4 and found that the F1 seedlings had a similar amount of exon 3-skip P5CS1 transcript as Sha itself (Fig. 2E). In Sha × p5cs1-4 F1 seedlings the percentage of exon 3-skip P5CS1 was half of the Sha level (13% vs. 27%) (Fig. 2E). This finding was consistent with the P5CS1 transcript in those F1 seedlings being an approximately equal mixture of the Sha allele and truncated P5CS1 transcript (Fig. 2F). The percentage of exon 3 produced by the endogenous Col-0 P5CS1 [the T-DNA insertion in p5cs1-4 is in exon 14 (5)] was higher than that of Sha in the F1 generation. This higher 3′UTR percentage was seen in Sha × p5cs1-4, in which expression of Col-0 P5CS1 was reduced because of a promoter T-DNA insertion (5). These data were consistent with variation within P5CS1, rather than Sha alleles of other genes that would be heterozygous in the F1 seedlings, as the basis of increased exon 3-skip P5CS1 production. Transgenic expression of Ler or Sha gP5CS1 in p5cs1-4 also demonstrated that the Sha P5CS1 allele produced more exon 3-skip P5CS1 transcript than the Ler allele (Fig. 2F). The difference between the observed (7%) and expected (13–15%) exon 3-skip P5CS1 in the p5cs1-4 transgenic plants was likely because the transgenic Sha P5CS1 was expressed at lower level than the endogenous Col-0 allele.

The lower level of P5CS1 protein produced by Sha gP5CS1 compared with Ler gP5CS1 (Fig. 2D) and our inability to see a shorter P5CS1 isoform by Western blotting suggested that exon 3-skip P5CS1 transcript does not produce protein. To confirm this finding, we transformed p5cs1-4 with the full-length P5CS1 cDNA or the exon 3-skip cDNA. Transgenic lines expressing the full-length cDNA produced P5CS1 protein of the expected size and had increased proline content, but the exon 3-skip cDNA did not produce detectable P5CS1 nor increase proline content (Fig. 2G and Figs. S3B). The exon 3-skip cDNA was also unable to produce YFP-tagged fusion protein (Fig. S3C). These results demonstrated that P5CS1 of Sha was itself sufficient to increase proline accumulation.

**P5CS1 Intron Sequence Variation Is Sufficient to Increase the Frequency of a Nonfunctional Exon 3-Skip Splice Variant.** These data indicated that Sha had a reduced function P5CS1 allele, likely related to alternative splicing. As the Pro-W2 QTL mapped to P5CS1 rather than a component of the splicing machinery, the basis for the increased exon 3-skip transcript should be intrinsic to P5CS1. Sequencing of the P5CS1 genomic region found an insertion of four TA-repeats near the 3′ end of intron 3 in Sha (Fig. 2A). Both Ler and Sha had a stretch of TA-repeats, with Sha having more of these repeats than Ler. Sha also had a G-to-T substitution relative to Ler in the 3′ end of intron 3, as well as a 32-bp insertion of four TA-repeats near the 3′ end of intron 3 (Fig. 2A) (this larger insert was the basis for the increased exon 3-skip transcript should be intrinsic to P5CS1). This 32-bp insertion (Dataset S2) (this larger insertion was not stress-induced in the same manner as endogenous P5CS1).

Despite this limitation, the combined data were consistent with variation in P5CS1 as the main factor underlying the low proline effect of the Pro-W2 QTL. We cannot, however, exclude the possibility that the Pro-W2 QTL interval also contains an additional variation that has smaller effects on proline accumulation.
Fig. 2. Differences in P5CS1 intron sequence are the basis of the Pro-W2 QTL and are sufficient to promote production of nonfunctional exon 3-skip transcript. (A) Diagram of the Pro-W2 QTL detected by 5′-RACE analysis. Boxes indicate exons with dark portions indicating the coding region. Gray boxes indicate possible coding region of the exon 3-skip transcript starting from the alternate downstream ATG. The number of clones of each variant found is indicated along with sequence of the 3′ ends of P5CS1 introns 2 and 3; see Dataset S2 for complete intron 2 and 3 sequence. (B) Semi-quantitative RT-PCR using primers indicated in A to detect P5CS1 splice variants before low water treatment (0 h) or after 10 and 96 h at −1.2 MPa. Actin2 was used as a control gene. P5CS1 protein in samples from the same treatments was detected by Western blot (50 μg protein loaded). Tubulin antibody was used as a loading control. (C) Proline content of Ler × p5cs1-4/Sha or Ler × p5cs1-4 F1 seedlings after 96 h at −1.2 MPa. For Ler and Sha, reciprocal crosses gave identical results and combined data are shown. Data are means ± SE (n = 6–8) with P-value of the comparison of the two sets of F1 seedlings indicated. Western blot detection of P5CS1 and tubulin (Lower) are also shown. (D) Proline and P5CS1 level of plants transformed with P5CS1 genomic fragments (pP5CS1). Sha was transformed with the Ler genomic P5CS1 clone (Sha/Ler-pP5CS1) and p5cs1-4 transformed with either Ler or Sha gP5CS1 (gP5CS1-p5cs1-4gP5CS1). Note that p5cs1-4 is in the Col-0 genetic background. Proline data are combined from three-to-five independent T3 homozygous lines and are means ± SE (n = 6–12); Western blot is for one representative transgenic line. (E) Exon 3-skip P5CS1 after 96 h at −1.2 MPa in F1 seedlings of Ler and Sha crossed to p5cs1-1 (1–1) or p5cs1-4 (1–4). RT-PCR was performed for 24 cycles when both P5CS1 transcripts were in the linear range of amplification. Quantitation of exon 3-skip percentage is indicated by numbers along bottom of the gel. Reciprocal crosses gave similar results and representative data are shown. (F) Percentage of exon 3-skip P5CS1 transcript produced by Ler or Sha gP5CS1 in p5cs1-4. For both gP5CS1 constructs, data shown are means ± SE of three to five independent T3 homozygous lines. (G) Proline content and P5CS1 level for p5cs1-4 transformed with either the exon 3-skip or full-length (F.L.) P5CS1 cDNA under control of the 35S promoter (p5cs1-4/35S:P5CS1). Proline data are means ± SE (n = 6–12) of three-to-four independent T3 homozygous lines and Western blot is from one representative transgenic line. Western blot of additional transgenic lines is shown in Fig. S3.

**P5CS1 Alternative Splicing Contributes to Proline Variation Among Arabidopsis Accessions.** We found a negative relationship between proline and exon 3-skip P5CS1 across a large set of accessions. Proline content at low water (−1.2 MPa) varied nearly 10-fold between the highest and lowest accessions with a mean and median of ~65 micromoles per gram fresh weight (μmol·g F. W.−1) (Fig. 3A and Dataset S1). For 140 accessions, we isolated RNA from seedlings after 96 h at −1.2 MPa to quantify the percentage of exon 3-skip P5CS1 transcript and also used PCR to determine the size of their intron 2 insertion relative to Ler. Most (129 accessions) had either no or a small intron 2 insertion (~2 to +4) (Fig. 3B) and a low or nondetectable level of exon 3-skip P5CS1. A smaller number (nine accessions) had intron 2 insertions of similar size as Sha (+6 to +8) (Fig. 3B) and a high percentage of exon 3-skip P5CS1. In between these two groups were 14 accessions that had an intermediate level of exon 3-skip P5CS1 but where an intron 2 insertion could not be detected by gel-based scoring (outliers in the −2 to +4 category of Fig. 3B). The differences in both percent exon 3-skip P5CS1 and proline accumulation between the −2 to +4 and +6 to +8 groups of accessions were highly significant (ANOVA on log-percent exon 3-skip P5CS1+1; $R^2 = 0.46$, $P = 10^{-16}$; log proline abundance; $R^2 = 0.06$, $P = 0.004$).

Sequencing of P5CS1 introns 2 and 3 from a subsample of accessions showed that most low exon 3-skip accessions had the same intron 2 and 3 sequence as Ler (Fig. 3C and Dataset S2). Some accessions having an intermediate level of exon 3-skip P5CS1 (outliers in the −2 to +4 category of Fig. 3B) also had the same sequence as Ler. Other accessions had insertion of one or two TA repeats in intron 2 but lacked the intron 3 G-to-T transversion. A few accessions (Be-0, Ts-5, Tsu-1, and N4) (Fig. 3C) had no or small intron 2 insertion coupled with the intron 3 G-to-T transversion found in Sha. These accessions also had a relatively low level of exon 3-skip P5CS1. The data indicated that neither a small intron 2 TA-insertion nor the intron 3 polymorphism by itself was sufficient to cause frequent exon 3-skip transcript formation. However, the high exon 3-skip P5CS1 accessions (with exception of Pt-0) all had both the intron 3 G-to-T transition and insertion of three or four TA repeats in intron 2 (Fig. 3C). Thus, it was the combination of these intron 2 and 3 changes that was associated with the highest levels of exon 3-skip P5CS1 formation. These data also suggested how an accession could transition from low to high levels of exon 3-skip P5CS1 transcript by adding TA repeats in intron 2 and acquiring the intron 3 G-to-T transversion. The 32-bp insertion in Sha intron 3 was not found in any other accession, indicating that it was not associated with alternative splicing. Western blotting of several accessions indicated that increased frequency of nonfunctional exon 3-skip P5CS1 transcript was associated with decreased levels of P5CS1 protein (Fig. 3D).

Consistent with increased exon 3-skip P5CS1 leading to reduced P5CS1 protein, there was a significant negative correlation between the frequency of exon 3-skip P5CS1 transcript and proline content in seedlings at low water (Fig. 3E), both when analyzing raw data (ANOVA, $R^2 = 0.09$, $P = 0.0004$) and log-proline content vs. log exon 3-skip P5CS1 percentage +1 (ANOVA, $R^2 = 0.11$, $P = 0.0006$). In accessions where the proportion of exon 3-skip P5CS1 was 6–8% percent or higher, it was the dominating factor as all of these accessions had low or moderate levels of proline accumulation. Although variation in percentage exon 3-skip P5CS1 had a substantial influence on proline accumulation, it was not the only factor. Accessions with low or nondetectable exon 3-skip P5CS1 covered the range from high to low proline accumulation (Fig. 3E). Some of the accessions with the highest and lowest levels of proline did not differ in P5CS1 (Fig. S4). In addition, Pt-0 was an interesting outlier accession in that it had a high level of exon 3-skip P5CS1 without the intron 2 insertion (Fig. 3B). Pt-0 also had a low level of total P5CS1 transcript and a nearly undetectable level of P5CS1 protein (Fig. S4). Pt-0 had the lowest proline content of any accession in our panel, comparable to p5cs1-4. Thus, Pt-0 is essentially a naturally occurring p5cs1-4-deficient mutant.
We also analyzed the association of P5CS1 sequence variation with exon 3-skip percentage and proline content using publicly available SNP datasets (13) as a way to control for population structure and minimize false-positive associations. Average genomewide SNP similarities between accessions were used to infer population structure. A sliding window across P5CS1 and 10 kb on either side was used to characterize haplotype variation in 5- and 1-kb intervals. Accessions sharing Ler and Sha 5-SNP haplotypes differed significantly in exon 3-skip P5CS1 and proline at seven haplotype windows while accounting for kinship (linear mixed model on log proline abundance, P = 0.01). More generally, we found that within this interval, all unique 5-SNP haplotypes with more than one accession were significantly different in percent exon 3-skip P5CS1 (n = 100 accessions, P < 10−6) and proline abundance (n = 129 accessions, P = 0.004).

**Exon 3-Skip P5CS1 Abundance Is Associated with Climate Variation.** To understand the importance of proline and P5CS1 splicing in a broader context, we asked whether variation in exon 3-skip P5CS1 or proline was associated with environmental variation while statistically controlling for population structure (12, 20). Spatial variation in the exon 3-skip P5CS1 percentage was strongly nonrandom across the native Eurasian range of Arabidopsis; the percentage of exon 3-skip P5CS1 increased in eastern Eurasia, with longitude explaining 28% of (log percent + 1) variation independently of a SNP-based kinship matrix (a proxy for population structure; EMMA, P < 0.0001) (Fig. S5). Spatial variation in exon 3-skip P5CS1 percentage was strongly associated with climate and the second principal component (PC2) of climate across Eurasia (explaining 21% of climatic variation) (Dataset S3 and SI Materials and Methods). The percent of exon 3-skip P5CS1 increased along PC2 (Fig. 4A) as climate became wetter and had less temporal variation in temperature (explaining 16% of variation in exon 3-skip P5CS1; EMMA, P = 0.03). Conversely, proline accumulation increased with PC2 (explaining 7% of proline variation), indicating greater proline accumulation in locations with less variable temperature and more precipitation (Fig. 4B).

When specific climate variables were tested, significant associations (α = 0.05) with exon 3-skip P5CS1 percentage, independent of kinship, were found for 39 of 101 variables tested (Dataset S4). Diurnal temperature range had the strongest association with exon 3-skip P5CS1 percentage, explaining 32% of its variation (Fig. 4C). Proline content was also significantly correlated to some climatic variables, although associations were not as strong as for exon 3-skip P5CS1 percentage (11 of 101 climate variables had P < 0.05) (Dataset S5). For example, mean diurnal temperature range showed the opposite trend for proline compared with exon 3-skip P5CS1 percentage but with a weaker association (explaining only 6% of the proline variation) (Fig. 4D). Although log transformation reduced the skewness of exon 3-skip P5CS1 residuals were not normal and thus the associated P values are approximate. The opposite relationships of exon 3-skip P5CS1 percentage and proline accumulation with variables such as climate PC2 is consistent with the molecular data, showing that increasing exon 3-skip P5CS1 transcript leads to reduced P5CS1 protein and reduced proline accumulation.

**P5CS1 Shows a Signature of Natural Selection for Local Adaptation to Climate.** P5CS1 also had a population genetic signature consistent with an involvement in local adaptation to the environment. Two lines of evidence suggest that neutral evolution at P5CS1 can be rejected and that adaptation to climate factors may drive patterns of genetic variation at this locus. First, we found a slight excess of segregating nonsynonymous substitutions in the protein-coding domain of P5CS1 (McDonald–Kreitman test marginally nonsignificant; G = 2.915, P = 0.087). Excess nonsynonymous substitutions suggest either that P5CS1 is a recurrent target of selection across the range of Arabidopsis or that selection on the exon 2 and 3 polymorphisms associated with high exon 3-skip P5CS1 has reduced the strength of purifying selection on tightly linked variants. Because tests based on models of sequence evolution can be sensitive to the effects of population structure, we also used the test of Toomajian et al. (21) that compares the haplotype structure at a given locus to a genomewide distribution of haplotype lengths. This test provides evidence that selection has acted to increase the frequency of a
P5CS1 haplotype in the recent past (pair-wise haplotype sharing score \(= 1.834, P = 0.059\)). Moreover, this SNP has a significantly elevated value of Wright’s fixation index for subdivided populations \(F_{st} = 0.265, P = 0.024\), suggestive of local adaptation at the P5CS1 locus, and also shows significant associations with measures of aridity \(\rho = 0.143, P = 0.0041\) and light intensity (measured as photosynthetically available radiation; \(\rho = 0.137, P = 0.0027\)). These latter analyses are derived from previously reported genome-wide scans of European samples \(n = 12\). These patterns may be because of the intron polymorphism we characterized or additional polymorphisms. In either case, the combined results suggest that P5CS1 is evolving nonneutrally.

**Discussion**

Alternative splicing has been shown to be a factor in plant response to the environment \(22–25\). In such reports, it has been variation in the expression or activity of splicing-related proteins that leads to alternative splicing of target genes. In contrast, sequence variation in P5CS1 introns 2 and 3 was sufficient to change the P5CS1 splicing pattern. Efficient splicing depends on both intron sequence, with properly spaced U-rich and UA-rich regions promoting intron recognition, and on optimal spacing between the 3′ end of the intron and the branch point \(23, 26, 27\). For P5CS1, extra intron 2 TA repeats may lead to less efficient recognition of intron 2, while the intron 3 G-to-T transition enhances recognition of that intron. The combined effect is to shift the balance toward splicing of exons 2 and 4 rather than exons 2 and 3. This hypothesized mechanism is illustrated in Fig. S6.

We are not aware of reports of similar intron polymorphisms causing alternative splicing in plants. In humans, TG and T insertions in the 3′ end of intron 8 of cystic fibrosis transmembrane regulator (CFTR) lead to skipping of exon 9 and production of a nonfunctional transcript associated with cystic fibrosis \(28–30\). Specific splicing factors promote exon skipping and splicing factor variation affects penetrance of disease-associated CFTR alleles \(31, 32\). This finding is qualitatively similar to our data where as much as 10% variation in exon 3-skip P5CS1 percentage can be seen for accessions with the same intron 2 and 3 sequence. This finding suggests that, in addition to the specific polymorphisms identified here, recognition and splicing of P5CS1 intron 2 may be influenced by natural variation in splicing machinery or RNA processing. However, because plant-splicing mechanisms are not well understood, how similar P5CS1 is to the well-studied CFTR example is not certain.

The value of proline in drought adaptation is a question of both interest and uncertainty in plant stress biology. The climate associations and population genetic analysis presented here suggest an association of proline metabolism, and P5CS1 specifically, with climate adaptation. Although these analyses are correlational and cannot by themselves establish cause and effect, they do raise questions about the role of proline metabolism. Particularly interesting is the overall stronger association of exon 3-skip P5CS1 percentage than proline level itself with climate variables, and the observation that higher proline was associated with wetter environments and more stable temperatures. One possible explanation for the latter observation is that accessions adapted to dryer or more variable climates have acquired additional stress-adaptive metabolic mechanisms to supplement proline accumulation. An example of this type of adaptation was observed in the Plumbaginaceae family, where species adapted to chronically dry environments convert proline to the more potent osmoprotectant proline-betaine \(33\). It has often been assumed that more proline accumulation is better in drought resistance; however, the stronger relationship of exon 3-skip P5CS1 percentage than proline content with climate variation is consistent with the amount of proline synthesis, rather than just the amount of proline accumulation, as a factor in environmental adaptation.

The overall importance of proline metabolism is also indicated by the P5CS1-deficient accession Pt-0. Pt-0 shows that P5CS1 can be reduced or lost without serious consequence for normal growth and development; however, the vast majority of accessions surveyed had little exon 3-skip P5CS1 and maintained the ability to induce high levels of P5CS1. Further study of this type of natural variation, such as transgenic introgression of naturally occurring...
**P5CS1** alleles into different genetic backgrounds, promises to shed light on drought-adaptive mechanisms, as well as the novel alternative splicing mechanism exemplified by **P5CS1**.

**Materials and Methods**

**Plant Material and QTL Mapping.** *Arabidopsis* accessions and the Ler × Sha RIL population (19) were obtained from the Arabidopsis Biological Resource Center. Details of low-ψw treatment and QTL mapping can be found in SI Materials and Methods.

**P5CS1 Alternative Splicing and Protein Detection.** RT-PCR and Western blot assays were performed using standard methods with primers and antisera described in SI Materials and Methods and Table S3.

**Transgenic Plants.** Constructs and transgenic lines were generated as described in SI Materials and Methods. Data presented is from three to five homozygous T3 lines derived from independent transformation events, unless otherwise noted.

**Climate Associations, Population Genetics, and P5CS1 Haplotypes.** We tested 101 climate variables and the principal components of those variables for association with either exon 3-skip P5CS1 percentage or proline accumulation (SI Materials and Methods). Associations were tested while accounting for population structure among accessions (EMMA) (20) or nonparametrically, ignoring population structure (Spearman’s rank correlation), and only included accessions for which 250 K SNP data are available (12) to estimate population structure and reliable collection location information are available (34).

Population genetic analyses were completed on the aligned coding sequences of P5CS1 from 80 accessions from the 1001 Genomes Project (35) using Arabidopsis lyrata P5CS1 coding sequence as an outgroup (SI Materials and Methods). Pair-wise haplotype sharing, Fst, and aridity/PAR patterns come from previously reported SNP datasets (12).

Identification of P5CS1 haplotypes and accessions representing different haplotypes are described in SI Materials and Methods.
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